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HAVING PORTRAYED EVERYTHING FROM A MUSCLE-
BOUND BIKER TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 

AARON ECKHART HAD TO RECONFIGURE HIS BODY FOR
HIS MOST PHYSICAL ROLE  YET, AS THE EPONYMOUS 

MAN-MONSTER OF I, FRANKENSTEIN

B Y  B E N  R A D D I N G

P H O T O G R A P H S  B Y
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his industry breakthrough—Aaron Eckhart decided that every time 
he trained for a movie, he’d take something away and learn a new 
skill. “I started boxing pretty hardcore,” he recalls, “and all of a sud-
den I really saw my abs for the first time. I was cut and in shape—I 
never knew I could do that before.” Up to that point, he’d been just 
going to the gym, working out without a plan, trying to stay in shape. 
He’d played sports as a kid—rugby in England, where he spent his 
youth, and baseball, basketball, and soccer. But as competitive and 
athletic as he’d been throughout his life, boxing was a turning point.

Today, Eckhart is a 45-year-old industry veteran who’s confident 
in taking on any role, no matter how physically demanding. For I, 
Frankenstein, his latest venture, he plays Adam Frankenstein, a mod-
ern take on Shelley’s infamous monster: a man made from the body 
parts of corpses, then brought to life by electricity and placed in a 
world where good and evil battle each other for supremacy. It’s an 
action-fantasy thriller filled with huge fight scenes with gargoyle-
like monsters. Fists fly, blades flash, and Eckhart is in the middle of 
it all, smashing the skulls of his supernatural enemies.

During his training for the film, Eckhart acquired a new skill, Kali 
stick fighting, a Filipino martial art in which two opponents do com-
bat with 26-inch-long rattan sticks. He trained for six months before 
filming I, Frankenstein, honing his stick fighting as well as throwing 
himself into regular, intense conditioning designed to build and 
maintain lean muscle.

Fitnesswise, among Hollywood actors, Eckhart “really is in the 
upper 90th percentile, easily—especially for his age bracket,” says 
his trainer, Bob Fol, who also got him into Marine shape for 2011’s 
Battle: Los Angeles. “In today’s filmmaking world, it’s important to 
have a really good physique, because of the competition. I mean, 
you’re competing against the Stallones and the Schwarzeneggers.”

To prepare for filming, Eckhart got up early for conditioning 
workouts with Fol that varied in shape and form: sessions that 
included calisthenics, suspension, and free weights; hot days on 
the beach with sand sprints; boxing; and even the occasional trip to 
Muscle Beach in Santa Monica, to work with ropes and on gymnas-
tics rings. Afternoons, Eckhart would train in stick fighting. And on 
his off days—though Fol warned him to go easy, to avoid excessive 
weight loss—he cycled. “Our objective wasn’t to build bulky muscle, 
but to keep him lean and fit,” Fol says. “And we did that, with high 
repetitions, very little rest between sets, and just keeping him mov-
ing. It was almost a challenge for me to challenge him.”

As for diet, Eckhart stuck to a simple edict: Avoid processed carbs. 
Fruits, veggies, and whole grains were fair game, as were lean pro-
teins like chicken and fish. “He ate as naturally as he could,” says Fol, 
“anything that’s been adulterated by man, stay away.” Which is good 
advice for everyone, he adds: “If you eat that way, you can eat tons of 
carbohydrates, but you’re eating the good carbs that your body as-
similates and doesn’t convert to fat.” 

When filming of the movie began in Australia, Eckhart’s routine 
stayed just as intense. “Wherever we were, on location or at the 
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studio, they’d set up a tent for me with my weights,” Eckhart says. 
“They were nice enough to give me a dip-and-pullup machine, so 
I’d train throughout my 12-hour workdays. I’d jump rope, do pul-
lups and dips; I’d have my weights and bands on set with me at all 
times. Throughout the day I’d continually train, not only to keep 
myself in shape, but to keep my energy up.”

The grueling workouts and long days on set gave Eckhart the 
physique he felt the role demanded. For his posture and attitude in 
the film, though, the actor studied gorillas. “In my trailer, I had a 
video on a loop that would go 12 hours a day, every day, of gorillas in 
the wild,” he says. “Their posture, how they strike, how they relax. 
I wanted to be strong like a gorilla—to have that animal instinct. 
When you’re pushing yourself that far, your intellect takes a back 
seat and that animal aspect takes over. It just comes out.”  (It’s not 
the first time Eckhart’s observed animal behavior for a role—he 
studied wolves for 2012’s Erased).

But this film’s titular beast tapped something even more personal 
inside the actor as well, he says. “I’ve felt [like] the monster of 
Frankenstein,” he says. “He’s got scars on the outside, which some 
people can relate to from birth, because of an accident or illness. 
But all the scars on the inside—being rejected, feeling this sense of 
unworthiness—I’ve certainly been there as an adolescent.”

 It’s a feeling he dealt with early on as a struggling actor, too, as he 
searched for roles that would allow him to fully commit to a direc-

tor’s artistic vision. He seems tailor-made for intense characters—
roles “where the stakes are the highest,” he says. His tough-guy 
jawline and tense demeanor made him the perfect choice to play a 
’50s LAPD detective in The Black Dahlia; an ex-CIA operative on the 
run in Erased; a combat-hardened Marine at the end of the world in 
Battle: Los Angeles; and the president of a United States under fire in 
Olympus Has Fallen. He stole scenes in The Dark Knight as Harvey 
Dent/Two-Face beside Heath Ledger’s iconic Joker, and earned 
critical acclaim as the handsome representative of a soulless tobacco 
corporation in Thank You for Smoking. 

Eckhart’s next projects include roles as both a wheelchair-bound 
exorcist and a schizophrenic writer. Yes, he’s tried the rom-coms, 
like Love Happens with Jennifer Aniston and No Reservations with 
Catherine Zeta-Jones, but admits his intensity and need for the 
highest stakes might not make him a good fit for the genre.

“Actors are out there to try different things,” he says. “You’re 
always struggling to get the roles you want, no matter if you’re the 
biggest in the world, or second- or third-tier. The struggle never 
ends. It’s this whole idea of, ‘Nothing’s going to stop me.’ ”

That struggle—and his choice of films—have hardened the man 
and developed in him a work ethic that’s not the norm among his 
contemporaries. Eckhart remembers (vaguely) being knocked out on 
the I, Frankenstein set by a rattan stick that missed its mark. He also 
recalls falling off a rock and breaking his arm on the set of Battle: Los 

“I NEVER SIT DOWN IN AN 
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Angeles—and getting up for the next take. “If a director hires me,” 
he says, “I’ll do my best. I never sit down in an actor’s chair; I never 
look at my phone. I’m working 12 hours every single day to make the 
movie the best it can be.”

Eckhart is, as Fol calls him, “a consummate professional,” even 
when he’s not preparing for a specific role. He stays lean year-
round, biking while listening to sports talk-radio personalities like 
Jim Rome, whose stories inspire him more than any music could; 
doing parkour and body-weight exercises around his Beverly Hills 
house; and keeping his diet tight. He never gets more than 10% out 
of shape, by his own estimate, always wanting to stay ready to play a 
great role if it happens to come his way.

In the end, Eckhart’s commitment to each project—no matter 
what it is—is based on his belief that success is about what happens 
not at the box office, but on-screen. “To me, success is having one 
real moment in a movie,” he explains. “I’m an actor creating reality 
under imaginary circumstances, and if I can actually have a real mo-
ment on film, where the audience goes, ‘That was real’ or ‘I forgot 
who you were,’ that’s how I measure success.”

Consequently, he admires fellow actors he feels are similarly dedi-
cated to the craft, to the truth, and to real moments, like Sean Penn, 
Philip Seymour Hoffman, and Daniel Day-Lewis. “Those are guys 
who are in constant pursuit of the truth,” he says, “[and] I appreci-
ate that they’re out there doing that. I’m probably not as talented as 
they are, but it’s still my main goal.”

Hard work, dedication, and molding his body and mind are the steps 
Eckhart’s taking to make that come to pass. In return, the biggest compli-
ment you could pay him, it turns out, is to forget he’s even in the movie.

THE  
I, FRANKENSTEIN 
WORKOUT
Eckhart performed each exercise to near/complete failure, 
keeping form and focus, with minimum rest between exer-
cises. He performed one high-intensity cardio movement 
(rope, mountain climber, thrust) between each upper-body 
exercise, and usually completed 4–5 circuits.

WARMUP
JUMP ROPE: 5 MIN.

MOUNTAIN CLIMBER: 100 REPS

BURPEE: 20 REPS

THE CIRCUIT
PUSHUP/BURPEE: TO FAILURE/15 REPS

CHINUP/MOUNTAIN CLIMBER: TO FAILURE/50 REPS

BENCH DIP/JUMP ROPE: TO FAILURE/2 MIN.

DB CURL (20 LB EACH ARM) TO SQUAT/BURPEE:  
TO FAILURE/15 REPS

DB SHOULDER PRESS (20 LB EACH ARM) TO LUNGE/
MOUNTAIN CLIMBER: TO FAILURE/50 REPS

BICYCLE (ABS)/JUMP ROPE: TO FAILURE/2 MIN.
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